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1 Introduction

The next wave of mobile applications is at hand. Mobile phones, PDAs, cameras,
music players, and gaming gadgets are creating a connected mobile ecosystem
where it is possible to implement systems with significant embedded intelligence.
Such advances will make it possible to move many functions of the current PC-
centric applications to the mobile domain. Since the inherent difficulties that come
with mobility—limited UIs, short attention spans, power dependency, intermittent
connectivity, to name but a few—are still not going away, new solutions are needed
to make mobile computing satisfactory. We are facing the paradox of cramming ever
more functions into our ever more portable devices, while seeking to achieve rad-
ically better usablility and semi-usable automated intelligence. How could we pull
this off?

In the HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) community it is almost universally
acknowledged that context awareness is a key function in next generation interfaces.
To achieve more fluid interaction with the users, systems would need to develop a
sense of the users’ activities beyond the current application they are dealing with.
The systems should have a rough idea of the users’ location, social situation, tasks,
activities, and many other factors that characterise human life. With this information
it will be easier (though not trivial) to customise the offered information such that it
is more relevant for the users’ situation.

Mobile devices are following their users to all kinds of places. Therefore, they
are taking part in situations that their desktop counterparts never needed to deal
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with. For instance, the desktop PC never had to keep track of constantly chang-
ing locations. Some mobile devices are considered rather personal and are therefore
usually carried along with the users practically everywhere, all the time. Many peo-
ple consider their mobile phones to be the central hubs for their lives, expected to be
available at all times. As such devices are moving with people, they become part of
the social situations the users immerse themselves in. The devices, however, rarely
have any idea of the situation around them. We seek to change that.

1.1 Humans: Context-aware Animals

We, humans, are the most advanced context-aware entities on the planet. Large areas
of our brains are connected with functions that, if implemented in machines, would
fall in the domain of context awareness. We are, for instance, automatically aware
of the place we are in, activities that take place around us, and other sentient beings
present. We automatically follow events and developments around us and, if needed,
take action (e.g. flee predators).

Fig. 1 Humans, context-aware animals, spend much of their early lives learning the proper be-
haviour for social situations through observing other people and imitating them.

A great deal of human context-aware behavior can be explained with primitive
functions—survival, reproduction, subsistence. Over the course of time, more and
more of our brain functions have been devoted towards social behavior. Several of
the most recently evolved brain structures have become necessary to deal with the
range of complications found in human societies. Such features are far less pro-
nounced with other animals [56].

Consider the case when you arrive late into a department meeting (or school,
theatre, concert...). You know how to enter and find your place without causing too
much disturbance in the event. You are aware of the proper behavior for that event.
How? First, you have been educated in this throughout your life. Growing up, you
have been immersed in all kinds of situations where you have learned the proper
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behaviour from other people. Second, you have become an expert in interpreting the
little clues in your environment that suggest how to behave: how people converse,
sit or stand, flock. Their dresses, the furniture, the decoration, in fact everything in
the place gives you hints on the situation. Manners, social etiquette, could be seen
as rules for context-driven behaviour1.

Humans are quite good in imitating other humans. We may consciously or sub-
consciously adapt our behavior to match that of other people. This may happen, for
instance, to appear polite, to be safer, or to show appreciation. Or, walking with a
friend, we may adapt our pace to march in rhythm. Parts of our brain appear to be
associated with observing other people and simulating their behavior [46], which
makes it easier for us to adapt.

Of course, human life is more complicated than that. We are deliberately sim-
plifying the situation to make our point: people know how to deal with all kinds
of situations and adapt. How could we teach machines to do the same—even to a
rudimentary level?

Our approach is use a simplified model of human behavior for context awareness:
when in doubt, do as others do. When lost, ask others for advice.

Our focus in this chapter is to describe the principle of the proposed scheme
for collaborative context understanding, some decision making algorithms and net-
working issues in the domain of connected mobile devices. Further, we outline a
platform for realising the scheme. We conclude with implications of the method
towards future systems.

2 Context From Collaboration

In signal understanding systems it is often useful to have reasonable starting hy-
potheses of the expected inputs. For instance, in a speech recognition system, it
is beneficial to know the kind of language that the speaker will most likely utter.
Such starting hypotheses, when accurate, can drastically improve the efficiency of
recognition. In classic AI terms, good initial conditions can significantly reduce the
search space.

Context aware systems are fundamentally doing signal understanding. Their key
function is combine sensor signals from multiple sources, both physical and infor-
mational, and process those signals such that an interpretation of the situation is
formed. Therefore context aware systems will benefit of good initial hypotheses just
like any signal understanding system.

A useful way to form initial hypotheses for context recognition is to ask sur-
rounding devices what their interpretation of the current situation is, and then to
abstract an internal context hypothesis out of those interpretations. This is the ap-
proach we propose in this chapter.

1 This is a mechanistic view, and is used here only to motivate our approach. Human sciences have
shown that analyzing and modeling human behavior is a vast sea of research, far from being well
understood.
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The context aware nearby devices will have already tried to interpret the situation,
or possibly their users have already explicitly set some of the context clues (such
as the ringtone volume). This information is the more likely to be available the
more devices there are nearby. On the other hand, if there are no nearby devices,
then probably the situation is less socially sensitive, so it matters less if context is
interpreted incorrectly.

This scheme—collaborative context recognition—requires communication chan-
nels between the devices. Such short-range links are already well available, though
arguably not yet ubiquitous. For instance, most smartphones contain Bluetooth
transceivers, and wireless LAN support is becoming increasingly common in all
kinds of devices. In general, there is a trend in consumer devices towards wireless
links.

Obviously the links are not enough: it matters what kind of data is exchanged.
The devices need to share common definitions of context. Ontologies for context
recognition are needed before useful context exchanges can happen between de-
vices, or at least a shared set of context tags must be agreed.

3 Mobile Context Awareness

Context awareness has been an active field for well over a decade. In the space of
computing research, it falls in the cross-section of ubiquitous computing, artificial
intelligence, and human-computer interaction. With the recent advances in mobile
technologies, particularly mobile telephony and mobile media players, the focus of
context awareness research is shifting towards mobile systems. This is quite appro-
priate, since context information is arguably richer when the devices are moving
around with their users. In this section we summarize some typical approaches to
mobile context awareness.

3.1 Context Sources

Context aware systems reported in the literature obtain their context data from a
number of different context sources. The most popular form of context data today
is location, since navigation systems are now commonplace in vehicles and starting
to appear in pedestrian applications. These systems may not directly offer context
aware features but offer excellent ground for implementing them.

Various kinds of positioning systems have been applied, including GPS, cellular
networks, wireless lans, ultrasonic and RFID tags, and Bluetooth devices [32, 2, 1,
13]. The position data they produce varies significantly in terms of accuracy, noise,
intermittency. The systems reported in the literature often make use of several tech-
niques simultaneously to improve the accuracy and reliability, for instance falling
back to cellular network identification where GPS is unavailable.
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Environmental sensors are often part of context-aware ubicomp systems. Typical
household applications measure temperatures, air pressure, gas concentrations or
humidity levels [20, 4]. Such ambient parameters usually give slowly changing data
that yield only general suggestions of the context, so they need to be combined with
other data sources. Some smart space projects have experimented with sensored
floors and furniture to recognize human presence and/or activities [19, 48, 44].

A number of experimenters have measured biometric data on humans for use in
context awareness [42, 43, 25]. Signals of biological origin—heart rate, breathing
rate, skin conductivity, ECG, body temperatures, to name a few—can be quite trou-
blesome to measure reliably, particularly in the case of moving people. As a result,
many reported systems have had to focus on instrumentation issues. However, with
the increase of low-cost, low-power wireless sensors, we are expecting a surge in
biometric context data sets.

Acceleration sensors have been added to mobile devices with the general aim of
studying the movements of their users. The sensors have become so cheap and ac-
curate that they are today found in many high-end mobile phones and media players
and consumer game devices. Again, the focus in consumer devices to date has not
been context awareness, but the richness of acceleration data has made it a popular
target for context awareness research [3, 27, 54, 11].

Besides position and acceleration sensing, various sensors have been tested with
mobile devices, such as touch or proximity [17]. The internal functions of the mo-
bile devices also give useful information on the users’ activities. Monitors for key
presses, application launches, media viewing, calling and messaging are being re-
ported [45, 26].

The multimedia functions in modern gadgets offer rich audio-visual data. Mobile
phones and digital cameras today produce billions of images that can be used as
sensors for various kinds of data—for instance, illumination parameters, movement
detection, or presence of people or vehicles [28]. Microphones are being trialled for
differentiating between music, speech and noise [26] or for measuring the properties
of the aural space. In wearable computers, cameras and microphones have been used
for context sensing [52].

Processing sensor measurements into analyzed signal features can be quite in-
volved. Sometimes signal processing can be bypassed—for instance, if the data
already resides in symbolic form. The informational “sensors” available in the de-
vices and through online sources offer context data that is already easily computer
readable (though not easily understood by them). Online calendars, email systems,
instant messaging and blogs have been used as data sources for context aware ap-
plications [7].

The presence of people can be sensed in a number of ways, including infrared
motion detectors, computer vision, tags and radio signals (e.g. cellular or Bluetooth
transceivers). However, the largest use of these technologies to date has been in
property monitoring and surveillance, not in context awareness.
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3.2 Application Areas

To date, most context aware applications are based on some form of location sens-
ing. Popular types include situated messaging [39], location-aware advertising [40],
geotagging of images [38], location-based searches (e.g. Google Maps). Location
is clearly the context type that has received most use both in research and in indus-
try [15].

Driven by the success of navigation tools, the market will be bustling with loca-
tion aware applications in the coming years. Suggestive evidence can be found, for
instance, in the applications submitted to the Android developer contest (http:
//code.google.com/android/adc_gallery/). About half of those ap-
plications are based on the positioning capabilities of the upcoming mobile phone
platform.

One rising trend is combining positioning data with media. Geotagging ca-
pabilities for images and video have been added in a number of on-line me-
dia bases [37, 53]. Such tools allow users to attach location information to the
media they have created, and use location later when searching for media cre-
ated by themselves—and others. Some devices equipped with GPS embed po-
sition data in the image metadata, while other tools automate later manual tag-
ging [55]. In the near future, other forms of context data will find uses in media
files [51, 31]. Context-aware messaging has been tried for text messages [21] or
advertisements [40]. In those trials, location was again the most frequently applied
context type, but provisions were made for future additions.

Presence information has been popular in IM (instant messaging) applications
for a long time. Users enter their availability (online, back soon, not reachable...)
so other people know if they can be contacted. Variations of this scheme have been
proposed for phonebooks [50]. More recently, microblogging applications such as
Jaiku and Twitter have experimented with enhanced presence information that in-
cludes user’s current position and state of activity, as deduced by their client soft-
ware.

Activity analysis of humans has been, besides location, the second most popular
topic in mobile context awareness research. A number of approaches have been
tried to recognizing users’ physical states, for instance sitting, walking, running,
sleeping [10, 47, 16]. This state information, in turn, has been used in combination
with other context data for various purposes, or for physiological analysis such as
estimating one’s energy consumption [22].

Context awareness is often said to be the key to intelligent user interfaces. Some
successes have been reported [18], and some failures, including the Microsoft paper-
clip. In mobile phones, context information could be used to overcome the problem
arising from users’ short attention spans [41]. Rapid sensing of the use situation
could help to focus the interaction to the crucial information.

At the moment, context awareness research has mostly produced novel features
for existing UI types, such as shaking a music player to shuffle songs in recent
iPod Nanos. It could be argued that once context aware features for UIs are un-
derstood well enough, they are re-implemented with more traditional computation
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techniques. In this way, context awareness echoes the development patterns found
in the larger area of artificial intelligence.

The class of applications for lifelogging (or memory prosthesis, augmented mem-
ory) is closely related to context awareness [30, 12]. Such applications record a
number of data items people have encountered in their lives: for instance, locations
they have visited, people they have met, pictures they have taken, web pages and
messages they have read or written. In addition, multiple types of sensor data is typ-
ically recorded to the databases for later abstraction and recognition. Lifelogging
usually emphasises immediate storage and later retrieval of life data, whereas con-
text awareness often seeks to recognize context on the fly. These two approaches are
complementary, and can fruitfully feed each other.

Finally, new gaming devices, both consoles (such as Nintendo Wii) and mobile
phones (such as Apple iPhone) have started using acceleration sensors as key in-
puts. Also, cameras have been applied to gaming (e.g. in Sony Eyetoy). This is
introducing a new class of games where the physical world meets the game world.
This approach is adopted on a larger scale in pervasive games, that take place in the
real world with augmented object. Some of such games have made use of context
awareness [5, 35].

3.3 Context Recognition

Mobile context recognition has fascinated researchers from the mid 90’s when
“smarter” mobile phones and PDAs appeared and positioning and miniaturised sen-
sors emerged. Main challenges in building context recognition systems are (1) how
to perform mapping from data obtained from suitable context sources to meaningful
situations of a mobile device user, (2) how to implement methods to extract con-
text data on a mobile device, and (3) how to design algorithms able to adapt user’s
routines and exceptions.

Research on context recognition has been conducted using various approaches;
HMM, neural networks, SOM, dynamic programming, data mining, etc. Very at-
tractive context recognition rates have been reported—up to 90%. However, context
recognition can never be bulletproof and approaches—on UI level and on algorithm
level - for tolerating uncertainty are also under development.

A central element of context recognition on mobile terminals is the framework
for managing context data processing on a device. Several suggestions for such
frameworks have been developed [26, 45, 8].

While such frameworks provide platform dependent solutions for fluent process-
ing, they can’t solve the inherent problem of uncertainty. Ideally, context processing
should give data that could be used up to prediction and recommendation levels.
Collaborative context recognition seeks to provide some improvement to recogni-
tion accuracies.
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3.4 Distributed Context Awareness

A basic element of any context recognition system is a pattern classification algo-
rithm for mapping observations to context classes. However, the classification is
usually more or less inaccurate. Errors are caused by imperfect observations and the
model in the pattern classification system.

Collaborative context reasoning (CCR) seeks to decrease errors by providing
joint context recognition based on several imperfect context recognition systems
located in the same context. The objective is that recognition systems can utilize
information available from each other, and thus their joint context recognition ac-
curacy can be significantly higher than individual context recognition accuracies. In
the next section, we discuss social rules and mechanisms for CCR, with an emphasis
on voting techniques.

4 Making Rational Decisions

In cooperative distributed problem solving, there exists a special entity, for example
the designer of the system, that defines an interaction protocol for all agents in the
system and a function that stipulates how the agents select their actions. Context
recognition systems differ from cooperative distributed problem solving systems in
that all context recognizers act autonomously and implement their own context se-
lection procedures. In CCR, individual context recognizers then input their context
estimates to an external mechanism that combines individual estimates for provid-
ing more accurate joint context estimates. The joint context estimate can be either
enforcing in the sense that the context recognizers should use the joint estimate even
if it is contradictory to their own individual estimates or it can be more free; indi-
vidual context recognizers can utilize this information if they are not very confident
about their own estimates.

As the context recognizers make their own estimates autonomously, a reasonable
assumption is that the context recognizers act rationally, i.e. they maximize their
own welfare. Therefore, it is rational to utilize joint context estimates only if the
context recognizer benefit from this additional information. Later in this section,
discussing communication requirements, we argue that linking confidence values to
context estimates provide a way to evaluate the usefulness of joint context estimates.

We start our discussion by going inside a context recognizer and placing its func-
tionality into the decision making framework. Then we proceed with discussing dif-
ferent voting mechanisms and explaining how to use voting as a CCR method.
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4.1 Distributed Decision Making

In decision making, the goal is to make optimal decisions with respect to a utility
function modelling preferences of a decision maker. In distributed decision making,
the decision maker has to take into account also decisions of other active compo-
nents in the systems, i.e. other decision makers.

In the traditional game theory, a decision maker (player) does not only know
its own utility function but also utility functions of all other decision makers in
the system. Based on this knowledge, all the decision makers are able to calcu-
late an equilibrium solution, i.e. a solution from which it is not rational to deviate
for any individual decision maker alone. However, in real-world problems, having
such comprehensive knowledge about the utility functions of all decision makers
is not possible. Usually it is even not possible to learn these utility functions by
continuously interacting with other decision makers. Therefore some other oppo-
nent modeling techniques are needed, for example probabilistic opponent models.
A thorough dissection of the basic game theoretic methods is [36].

In context recognition systems, context recognizers select a context class from a
set of all context classes. Putting this selection task into the decision making frame-
work we have to associate a utility value to each context class. How to determine this
value, depends on a pattern classification algorithm that maps sensory input to the
contexts. Later in this section, we use as an example the Mimimun-distance classi-
fier that simply calculates a distance of the current sensory input from the prototype
(ideal) vectors of all context classes and selects a class with the minimum distance.
With this method, Euclidean distance between the current input and a prototype
vector is used as a utility value.

4.2 Voting Protocols as Distributed Decision Making Strategies

Distributed rational decision making mechanisms such as auctions and voting pro-
tocols are extensively studied in the game theory and machine learning research
fields. A good survey of differerent mechanisms is [49]. Using voting mechanisms
as a basis for distributed pattern recognition is studied in [29]. Committee machines
provide an alternative way to combine different classifiers, see e.g. [14]. Combin-
ing local context information with the information from other context recognizers is
studied in [33].

In voting mechanisms, the setting includes several independent voters that vote
on the common subject. In addition to the voters there is a voting protocol, i.e. a
social rule that stipulates how to combine individual votes to the final outcome.

Next we will discuss several commonly used voting protocols. In each case we
assume that there exist m alternatives of which one is selected to be a final outcome
of the voting.
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• Borda count. Each voter arranges the alternatives to an order that portray her
preferences. The first choice gets m votes, the second one m− 1 votes and the
last one only 1 vote. The final outcome of the scheme is an alternative with the
maximal number of votes. Note that this is exactly the voting scheme that is
used in the Eurovision Song Contest.

• Majority voting. Each voter gives a vote to her preferred alternative. The final
outcome of the scheme is an alternative with the maximal number of votes.
The plain majority voting mechanism is used formally in direct elections and
informally for doing daily practical things, for example deciding where to go
for eating.

• Weighted majority voting. This scheme differs from the plain majority voting in
a way that each voter weights its vote with a confidence value. This value tells
to other voters how sure the voter is about its choice. Note that the weighted
majority voting is actually a broad class of different voting schemes with dif-
ferent weighting methods. For example, paper referees are often asked also to
judge their own expertise on the research area of the paper to be evaluated.

• Binary protocol. In this protocol, only two options are presented to the voters
at each time step. Then an alternative with the maximum number of votes is
competed against a new alternative. The outcome of this scheme is dependent
on the order in which the alternatives are presented to the voters.

By selecting diffent weighting methods, weighted majority voting brovides a rea-
sonably versatile class of different voting schemes for most application areas. In the
remaining part of this text, we will focus on the weighted majority voting and its
utilization in CCR.

Another important property of the above discussed voting protocols is that they
assume that all the voters act sincerely. When discussing voting as a CCR method,
we also assume sincerity of the voters. However, we also deliberate consequences
of insicerity in applications that utilize CCR.

4.3 Voting as CCR Method

Here we view a context recognition system as a voter that votes on different contexts.
Although there can be several context recognizers in the same environment, they all
might have a slightly different model of their context and therefore they are able to
complete each other. This hopefully leads to an improved joint recognition accuracy.

4.3.1 Confidence Evaluation

As discussed above, by using a weighted majority voting scheme, a voter reveals
how confident she is about her confidence estimate. In other words, a context recog-
nizer should judge how well its internal model, i.e. parameters of a pattern recogni-
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tion method and system, can capture the relationship between sensory information
and estimated context classes.

Unfortunately, such a confidence information is not directly available from all
pattern recognition methods such as Support Vector Machines, or Feed-forward
neural networks [9]. Here we present a simple pattern recognition method, the
Minimum-distance classifier, and discuss a related confidence estimation method.

Consider a classification task where we have to associate an N-dimensional sam-
ple s to one of the C-classes. For example, dimensions can be features computed
from sensory inputs. For each class j = 1, . . . ,C, we have I j example samples
x j

i , i = 1, . . . , I j. Further, let c j represent the ideal vector, i.e. a vector that repre-
sents the class in the best possible way. A natural way to choose the ideal vector is
to use the class mean vector, i.e.:

c j =
1
I j

I j

∑
i=1

x j
i .

Now, the classification to the class j∗ can be accomplished as follows:

j∗ = arg
C

min
j=1
||s− c j||,

where || · || is a norm, e.g. Euclidean norm.
The above described linear classifier has several advantages. It has small com-

putational and space requirements, it is easy to implement on various platforms and
special teaching algorithms are not needed—it is enough only to have an ideal vector
for each context class.

However, for getting the perfect classification result, context classes should be
linearly separable which is rarely the case. Therefore, if the separativity of the con-
text classes is highly nonlinear, the Minimum-distance classifier leads to suboptimal
results. Detailed analysis of the Minimum-distance classifier can be found in [9].

The Minimum-distance classifier compares the sample to be classified to the class
centers and therefore we can identify the following extreme cases:

• A sample is located very near of a class mean vector. In this case, the sample
belongs almost surely to the class.

• Distances between a sample and the mean vectors are almost identical. In this
case, we cannot distinguish between the classes.

So it seems plausible that we can use the distance as a basis for the confidence
evaluation. A distance between a sample s and the class mean vector ci is shown in
Eq. 1.

di = ||s− ci||. (1)

It would also be a desirable property to limit the confidence values to the fixed inter-
val, e.g. to the unit interval. This can be accomplished by dividing all the distances
by the maximal distance value. The procedure is shown in Eq. 2.
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d̃i =
di

max j=1...C d j . (2)

In this paper, we use an absolute difference between the maximal and the minimal
scaled distance value as a weighting function. The weight w for the estimate is
therefore:

w = 1− min
i=1...C

d̃i. (3)

If the sample s is very near of a meanvector, corresponding d̃i is small and the w
gets value near of 1. On the other hand, if the distances di are almost identical, d̃i is
near of 1 and weight w is correspondingly near of 0.

Detailed discussion of the Minimum-distance classifier as a CCR method can be
found in [23].

4.3.2 Insincerity

Where several devices obtain information from each other, and they rely on the data
for critical functions, it may become very inviting for malicious parties to tamper
with the CCR process or misuse the information. Here, we briefly explain a couple
of such cases and discuss some solutions to overcome the problems.

The CCR process creates rounds of queries and based on confidences on the col-
laboratively agreed context and on each device’s own subjective idea of the current
context. In certain situations the process can be highly unstable and even prone to
oscillatory behaviour. Furthermore, this may ultimately lead some devices to “end-
less” CCR loops. Also, the devices that eagerly try to obtain a proper collaborative
context value may eventually drain their batteries. Example of such a situation is
when several false parties publish contexts with low confidence values.

Another way to cause harm for innocent mobile devices is to publish wrong
context value with high confidence. Again, with suitable relative amount of insincere
devices interfering with the CCR process, it can converge to totally wrong context
values. In the worst scenario, innocent devices may even perform serious actions
and malfunction based on collaboratively agreed faulty values.

According to evaluation with real context data [24] the situations described above
are likely to occur, and thus it is very welcome to discuss solutions to avoid them.
First of all when dealing with context aware functionality on a mobile device, it is
crucial to let a user to be in charge in executing serious actions on a device. Secondly,
devices participating in a CCR process should have mechanisms to detect possible
extreme cases leading to hazard, and prevent them. This can be accomplished e.g. by
regulating the transceiver according to progress of context value’s confidence or by
regulating the acceptance of the collaborative context value according to similarity
to one’s own current context value [33].
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4.3.3 Properties of communication protocols supporting voting as a CCR
method

Collaborative context recognition seeks to mimic combination of human-type per-
ception and decision making. Due to this design philosophy, CCR is quite local,
information hungry/query intense, but open and social method, and creates high
data traffic with small size individual data transactions.

In addition, response and setup times must be very quick with very low power
consumption. Unfortunately, such communication requirements differ quite a bit
from established local area mobile communication protocols (such as Bluetooth).

Although the amount of data to be exchanged between devices in the voting pro-
tocols is small, each time we want to make a joint context estimation, data have to be
broadcasted among the voting devices. In many cases, the devices are battery-driven
and therefore continuous communication is quite demanding for such restricted de-
vices. Communication requirements can be divided into two categories:

• Listening to the context estimates and the confidence values coming from other
devices

• Broadcasting own context estimates and confidence values

However, based on the confidence information, we can significantly reduce these
requirements. Let us consider the first item; if a voter continuously reports low con-
fidence values, it is plausible to assume that the quality of its contextual information
is really low. Therefore we can reduce the rate in which we observe the voter. On
the other hand, if we are really confident about our own context estimates, we do
not necessarily need the information coming from the other voters and we can act in
isolation, especially in the case that we are running out of battery. In here we refer
back to the beginning of the section; it is rational for a context recognizer to utilize
context information coming from other devices only if it can be used to improve
context recognition accuracy.

5 Case Study: Physical Activity Recognition

In this section we discuss a realistic CCR example in which several independent
context recognizers are located in the same context, doing the same physical activity
in this case, and give their estimate on the current context. We start the section by
describing the features of the dataset recorded from several physical activities. Then
we proceed with test settings and results obtained from the test runs.
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5.1 Data Set and Test Settings

In this text, we illustrate CCR methods by using a realistic data set [42]. It is a
large data set comprising measurements from several sport activities as well as daily
activities such as shopping and eating in a restaurant. In this text we concentrate only
on sport activities.

Twelve persons took part in the data recording. Their age range was from 19 to 49
years, with an average of 27 years. The average length of the recordings was almost
seven hours. They contain both sessions with pre-arranged activities and free-form
sessions in which the test subjects were allowed to freely do activities they were
interested in. The pre-arranged activities were annotated by a test supervisor, while
the free activities were annotated by the test persons themselves. In this study we
focus only a few sport activities and we do not make a difference between two
different annotation schemes. The following activities were considered in our study:
bicycling, soccer, lying still, nordic walking, rowing, running, sitting, standing, and
walking.

5.1.1 Sensor Units

The principal sensor units for this study are two three-channel acceleration sensors
and a heart rate monitor. Signals from the acceleration sensors are recorded by us-
ing Embla A10, a 19-channel recorder device. Annotations are made by using iPaq
device running a custom annotation software. The sensor placement is illustrated in
Fig. 2.

5.1.2 Feature Space for the Activity Recognition

In addition to the raw signals from the sensors units, the data set also provides a vast
number of features calculated from the raw data. These include both time domain
and frequency domain features.

In this study we use 10 features that are selected by using automatic feature
selection methods (SFS and SFFS). The list of the selected features and a detailed
description of the methods can be found in [24].

5.1.3 Test Settings

Although data recording sessions were carried out for each test subject separately,
the environments in the sessions were very similar. We therefore make the artificial
assumption that all the recording sessions for the same activity were carried out at
the same time. This allows us to use the data for a simulation of group decision
making experiment. Transformed into the same time scale, all test persons can be
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Fig. 2 An image depicting sensor placements during the data recording sessions. 1: Heart rate
sensor, 2: Acceleration sensor on hip, 3: Acceleration sensor on wrist.

seen acting as individual decision makers and together they vote on recognition of
the current activity.

The group size varied from an individual person to 6 persons in our test runs. The
Minimum-distance classifier was trained with remaining 6 persons. For each group
a random activity was selected and the group members voted on the activity. In the
test runs, the total number of groups was 10000. A clarifying example is shown in
Fig. 3 in the case of the group containing three persons. In this example, all persons
are performing the same activity and hence the datasets for all persons (implemented
as Minimum-distance classifiers) are almost the same. However, small modification
took place between the recording sessions, for example small variations in the loca-
tion of the exercice bike and therefore all the persons see the activity from slightly
different “angle”.
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Fig. 3 An example of joint activity estimation in the case of three idependent voters. Possible
voting schemes include Borda count, majority voting, and weighted majority voting. Confidence
values for weighted majority voting can be computed by using Eq. 3. Classifiers are Minimum-
distance classifiers and data sets for different persons are from the same activity but from slightly
different “angle”.

5.2 Empirical Results

Fig. 4 depicts the joint recognition accuracies. Clearly, the accuracies with all
voting mechanisms generally improve when the number of voters increase. The
Borda count leads clearly to the worst result. The weighted majority voting leads
to smoother curve than plain majority voting, because individual unsure voters do
not have significant contributions to the overall recognition accuracy.

From the Fig. 4 it can be seen that individual context recognizers can significantly
benefit from using the joint context estimates. Note that in these test runs the pattern
classification method was really simple one, Minimum-distance classifier, which
can seen as relatively low context recognition accuracies when recognition is done in
isolation. However, with 6 recognizer, the accuracy is already over 90%, which can
be considered to be very high in real-world applications. This is significant, since our
method allows the individual recognizers to be very simple (and thus computation
and energy efficient), but together they produce useful results.
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Fig. 4 Joint recognition accuracies with different voting schemes.

6 Context Recognition Platform

For testing and integrating CCR methods with applications, we have implemented a
context recognition platform for Symbian S60 mobile phones. The schematic view
of the platform is depicted in Fig. 5. The core of the platform is the Minimum-
distance classifier and it contains different modules for feature computation and
sensory information integration from either built-in sensors or sensors connected
via Bluetooth interface.

As the mobile platforms usually have quite limited resources, we offload some
of their data to an external server. The information is sent over HTTP encoded into
XML messages that can include raw data, computed feature values or context es-
timates with confidence values. The server side is implemented by using Apache
Tomcat-server. The server can have several connections on simultaneously and is
therefore able to send information further to other mobile devices. It is also possible
to apply more complex data mining algorithms to the data on the server.

The platform has been applied in a number of tests. However, for the CCR
method we do not want to rely on servers too much, as in real world settings all
the devices participating in a CCR process are likely to be mobile.
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Fig. 5 A schematic view of the context recognizers that run context recognition platform. Appli-
cation in this small example only shows positions of the other phones connected to the system.

7 The Way Forward

We are running experiments with the context recognition platform in a small scale.
However, to test the feasibility of our approach, it will be necessary to deploy the
platform in a larger number of devices that are used in everyday situations. Such
larger-scale prototyping will undoubtedly give us insight in the feasibility of the
CCR method, but also bring light to some of the real world complications. Some of
them are already clear from lab tests.

7.1 Energy Savings

Battery consumption is an essential factor of all mobile systems. Many devices
go to considerable lengths to save power. For instance, mobile phones sleep a lot:
they switch most of their key functions off when not needed, but prepare to bring
them up again in a microsecond’s notice. The cellular radio transceiver is a major
power drain, and therefore cellular protocols are designed so that the receiver can
be switched off for relatively large fractions of use time.
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Our method is inherently problematic for sleep-mode devices. The communi-
cation with nearby devices needs to go on at least periodically, if not constantly.
Synchronous communication among the nearby devices would help, but the proto-
cols will be hard to realize for a heterogenous ad-hoc group of devices. Moreover,
the background recognition algorithms may take considerable time (and therefore
power) to run in case of complex situations with large number of nodes.

We seek to achieve greater power efficiency through better communication proto-
cols, that require less always-on listening, and through optimizing processing such
that it can be carried out incrementally and periodically, not constantly. For net-
worked devices, a centralized server can take over much of the work from mobile
devices. In a completely mobile ad-hoc system a central server can’t be relied upon,
however.

Improvements in short-range data links will improve the feasibility of our sys-
tem. The current generation of Bluetooth transceivers still suffer from very long
discovery times, which make them unsuitable for rapidly changing situations (such
as walking through a crowd). Also, in some areas the public opinion seems to be
currently going against Bluetooth, due to risks that the press are bringing forward.

7.2 Risks

The potential risks of our approach are indeed numerous, if left unaddressed. It’s
easy to imagine possible ways of attacking the mobile devices. For instance, ma-
licious nodes could deliberately set their context to something improper to cause
harm to other nodes’ recognition (as explained in Section 4.3.2) . The context data
could include spam, just like any other unregulated information channels. More se-
riously, the context data could be used for various kinds of attacks, including buffer
overflows, which in turn could be used for intrusion. Such misdeed will happen as
soon as there are financial benefits to be had.

Such risks are by no means unique to our approach, and will have to be addressed
for most mobile devices and applications. However, we get some help from the
social nature of our domain. Collaborative context recognition is most useful in a
shared situation, that is, where a number of people are present. This shared physical
presence is key factor to decrease (but not eliminate) mischievous acts. It takes less
nerve to attack computers over the internet than people in the same room.

The Big Brother syndrome is a larger concern that our approach shares with
many other systems. CCR is fundamentally based on sharing one’s context data with
other devices. Some of those devices could store and relay context data for dubious
purposes. For instance, it will be possible to recognize that certain people have met
in a certain place at a certain time, which is something that governments are keen
to know (and criminals—imagine a bomb going off when enough people are in the
same place). Anonymity techniques could help somewhat, but can’t protect personal
data against massive data mining. It may also become mandatory to give access
to one’s personal context store per juridical order. We are expecting a rich set of
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protection and crypting mechanisms to be conceived for short-range interaction,
perhaps based on some variation of PKI (Public-Key Infrastructure).

CCR can be used for many purposes, by many applications. Some are inherently
riskier than others. For instance, the archetypal use case for context awareness is
to automatically silence your phone’s ringtone when you enter a meeting. A CCR-
enabled phone would collaborate with other phones in the meeting and notice that
most of them have already been silenced, so your phone would do the same. Yet, this
application is socially risky. It is humiliating if your phone decides that a wedding
is not a meeting and rings in the church. Context recognition is always approximate,
and bound to fail often. It can be preferable to use context awareness for applications
that are more socially appropriate (”safer”), such as situated reminders, contextual
advertising, and games.

These issues—privacy, protection, social appropriateness—have so far been out-
side our focus. However, they are necessary requirements for real-world systems.
We are expecting some solutions from the large body of research and development
now going on in the domain of mobile applications in general.

7.3 Knowledge-based CCR?

Context data needs higher level knowledge representation to be widely useful. Ul-
timately, mobile devices should be able to exchange contexts using a shared set of
agreed symbols that convey some semantic meaning. The ongoing work on Seman-
tic Web [6] and related efforts promise to bring shared machine-level vocabularies
for distributed systems (such as ours). Yet, generic common-sense understanding of
the world [34] is still some way in the future.

Context awareness deals with human life, which is a vast domain with billions of
issues to be modeled. We need to confine us to much more limited domains (such as
media sharing) to be able to model the knowledge involved. Even then, there are no
generic context awareness ontologies agreed upon that devices could use for context
collaboration. Until such ontologies are developed, CCR systems need to confine to
tags, symbols whose meaning is shared on the application level.

In general, context awareness shares the same problem that plagues artificial in-
telligence and HCI all over. As soon as a system is able to demonstrate some level
of intelligence (more precisely, functions that would appear intelligent if carried out
by humans), the users raise their expectations on the system’s capabilities, and are
then disappointed in the next moment when the system fails to perform intelligently.

As an example, consider the previous example on ringtone silencing. A phone
could be using trivial rule-based reasoning in the style of “IF there is a meeting in
the calendar AND there are several people in the same room with you THEN silence
the ringtone”. Given the right situation, this simple rule can work like a charm, and
the user is happy. Then, in the church, when the calendar condition fails, the phone
ringing puts the user to shame. It will not be immediately obvious to the user why
this happened. This simple rule could be understandable to even common people,
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but any more complex reasoning will remain opaque. It will be necessary to design
collaborative context applications such that they fail gracefully: provide reasonable
functions even when useful knowledge is absent. If graceful failure is not possible,
then at minimum the system should be able to give meaningful error messages, and
possibly further explanations for those users who want to know more. Of course,
this has not yet been achieved in most systems today.
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